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GROWTH RATES FOR THE LINEARIZED MOTION OF 3-D FLUID 
INTERFACES WITH SURFACE TENSION FAR FROM 

EQUILIBRIUM* 

THOMAS Y. HOU+  AND PINGWEN ZHANG* 

Abstract. We consider the motion of two-fluid interfacial flows with surface tension in three 
space dimensions. We assume that the flow is inviscid, irrotational, and incompressible. In this case, 
one can reduce the entire motion to a boundary integral formulation involving variables defined on 
the free surface alone. We analyze the growth rates for the linearized motion about an arbitrary 
smooth solution, even far from equilibrium. Our analysis shows that surface tension provides a 
dispersive regularization for high frequency modes. But there are finite number of low frequency 
modes that can still grow exponentially in time due to the Kelvin-Helmholtz and Rayleigh-Taylor 
instabilities. Without surface tension regularization, the problem is linearly ill-posed, even for the 
stably stratified flow. With finite surface tension, we prove that these equations are well-posed in 
the appropriate Sobolev spaces. This result has a direct relevance to the stability analysis of the 
corresponding boundary integral method. 

1. Introduction. We are concerned with the motion of an interface separating 
two fluids with surface tension in three dimensions. We assume that the flow is in- 
viscid, irrotational and incompressible, so that the entire motion is determined by 
variables on the surface. In general, without additional regularizing effects such as 
surface tension or viscosity, the flow can be subject to the Rayleigh-Taylor or the 
Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities. This will lead to unbounded growth in high frequency 
wave numbers. In this case, the problem is not well-posed in the Hadamard sense. 
Surface tension is known to be a dispersive regularization of the Rayleigh-Taylor and 
the Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities near equilibrium (Drazin & Reid [11]). However, in 
the case of two-fluid interfaces, the interfaces will typically deform significantly before 
strong nonlinear effects such as singularity formation become important. Therefore, 
it is not clear that if the regularization effect of surface tension obtained near the 
equilibrium still applies when the interface is deformed significantly from the equilib- 
rium. 

In this paper, we analyze the growth rates for the linearized motion of 3-D in- 
terfaces with surface tension about an arbitrary smooth solution, even far from equi- 
librium. Our analysis shows that surface tension indeed provides a dispersive regu- 
larization for high frequency modes even when the interface is significantly deformed. 
But there are finite number of low frequency modes that can still grow exponentially 
in time due to the Kelvin-Helmholtz and Rayleigh-Taylor instabilities. Through non- 
linear interactions, the number of unstable modes can increase rapidly in time. This 
may lead to singularity formation in finite time. Indeed, new topological singularities 
have been observed numerically for 2-D interfaces with surface tension [14, 15, 10]. 
It is worth mentioning that without surface tension regularization, the problem is 
linearly ill-posed, even for the stably stratified flow ( see, e.g. [5] and Corollary 4.1 of 
this paper). With finite surface tension, we prove that the two-fluid interface problem 
is well-posed in the appropriate Sobolev spaces. This result has a direct relevance to 
the stability analysis of the corresponding boundary integral method. 
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The analysis is based on the general framework developed in [3] and [16]. As in 
our previous studies, it is essential to project the linearized system to the tangent and 
normal vectors of the unperturbed smooth interface. The linearized system admits a 
beautiful structure when viewed in these coordinates. There are several new difficulties 
that we need to overcome here. The first one is that surface tension only provides 
regularization for high frequency components. Low frequency modes are still subject 
to the Kelvin-Helmholtz and the Rayleigh-Taylor instabilities. In order to see clearly 
how surface tension stabilizes the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability, we perform a change 
of variables to transfer the destabilizing terms to the same equation that contains the 
surface tension term. This makes it very clear how to perform energy estimates to 
control the high frequency modes and how to compensate for the potential growth from 
the low frequency modes. The second difficulty is due to the presence of two tangential 
dimensions. Only one of these tangential components is responsible for introducing 
fluid dynamical instability to the low modes. The other one only corresponds to 
the translation invariance along the tangent plane. We introduce additional change of 
variables to separate these two components, resulting in a system qualitatively similar 
to that of the corresponding 2-D case [5, 6]. The last and most important difficulty 
is due to the three dimensionality. Since the 3-D singular kernel has a branch point 
singularity, we no longer have infinite order smoothing operators for the lower order 
terms. Instead, we only have an order one smoothing operator in 7 in the linearized 
equation. This introduces an essential difficulty in closing the energy estimates. We 
overcome this difficulty by performing energy estimates using the dipole strength 
variable, /i, instead of using the vortex sheet strength variables, 7; (i = 1,2). By 
doing this, we reduce the total number of equations by one. Moreover, we incorporate 
the order one smoothing operator in 7 into our energy functional. The final energy 
estimates can be obtained by using the H1 norm estimate for the interface variable, 
z, and the iJ1/2 norm for the dipole strength variable, /i. 

Our present study is largely motivated by the related stability analysis of bound- 
ary integral methods for computing interfacial flows (see e.g. [1, 2, 3, 9, 10, 12, 14, 
15, 17, 21, 22] and the recent review paper [13]). One of the purposes is to provide an 
analytical framework to analyze numerical stability of boundary integral methods in 
three space dimensions. Our previous study for the 2-D water wave problem indicates 
that boundary integral methods must satisfy certain compatibility condition in order 
to be stable [4]. At the continuous level, various singular operators are related to one 
another by certain compatibility conditions. It turns out that a similar compatibility 
must be enforced at the discrete level in order to obtain stability. Violation of this 
compatibility condition will lead to numerical instability. This has been one of the 
main difficulties in using boundary integral methods for computing free boundary 
problems. 

The organization of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 we derive the boundary 
integral formulation for the two-fluid interface in three dimensions. The main results 
are stated in Section 3. In Section 4, we derive the linearized equations for the two- 
fluid interface equations. Finally we prove the well-posedness of the linearized motion 
by careful energy estimates in Section 5. 

2. Derivation of the boundary integral formulation. In this section, we 
give a brief review of the derivation of the boundary integral formulation for 3-D 
interfacial flows. Throughout the paper, we will use bold face letter to denote vector 
variables. We assume that the flow is inviscid, incompressible, irrotational, and is 
separated by a free interface. In each fluid, the flow is governed by the incompressible 
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-Vpi-g, 2 = 1,2. 
Pi 

Euler equations: 

£ + (m • Vjui = 
f 

The incompressibility constraint is 

(2) V-uj = = 0, 

Irrotationality gives 

(3) V X Mi : = 0, 

1,2. 

We impose Laplace-Young's boundary condition across the interface which relates the 
pressure jump to the mean curvature of the interface, «, by 

(4) Pl-P2 = -TK, 

where pi, P2 are the limiting pressures from below and above the interface respectively, 
r is the surface tension coefficient. We also require the interface to move with the 
fluid. This gives the additional boundary condition 

(5) (ui - u2) ■ N = 0, 

where N is the unit upward normal vector to the interface, ui, 112 are the limiting ve- 
locities from below and above the interface respectively. Since the flow is irrotational, 
there exist velocity potentials fa such that 

(6) ui = V0i,        i = l,2. 

Incompressibility then gives 

(7) div • ui = A fa = 0,        z = l,2. 

To update the velocity potential in time, we use Bernoulli's equation: 

/ON dfa      Ui-Ui     pi . 
(8) -^-4-——- + —+ g-z = 0,        2 = 1,2, 

ot 2 pi 

where g is the gravity acceleration vector, and z is the interface position. Note that 
the tangential velocity may be discontinous. It is convenient to use the average of the 
velocities above and below the interface as the interface velocity. Denote by U the 
interface velocity defined on the interface T. Then it is given by 

(9) U = (u! + u2)/2 = {(V^i) + (Vfc)}/2. 

We parametrize the interface F at time t by z = z(a,i), where a = (0:1,0:2). Then z 
satisfies 

(10) -z(Q,«)=U(z(a,«))> 

(11) z(a)0)=zo(a). 

Let the dipole strength fi(a, t) be defined by 

(12) ^{a,t) = Mz(<x,t),t) - </>2(z(a,t),i). 
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Then fi satisfies 

m t = [§]+"• [v# 
On the other hand, by Bernoulli's equation (8), we have 

dt 2 pi      p2 

Note that 

[u-u] = (ui +U2) 
2      ~ 2 

It follows from (13) and (14) that, 

•(u1-u2)=U-[V0]. 

n^ dfi        P2        Pl TK        P1-P2 
(15) — = = — + P2. 

Ot P2        Pl Pl PlP2 

By differentiating (15) with respect to cti, we get 

(16) -— = —«+ (^2)^,        2 = 1,2. 
ot pi pip2 

We now can write the potential in the fluid domain in terms of p [1, 2] 

(17) 0(z) -  /,7x(a/)(zai x za2)(a
,)Vz/G(z - z(a,))^, 

where 

G(z-z') = -A  . 1     .,,        V»/G(z-z,) = —   Z    Z' 
47r|z — z'|' z 47r|z - z'|3 

Differentiating both sides of the cf>(z) equation with respect to z and integrating by 
parts, we obtain 

u = V0(z) =  f W x Vz'G(z - z(o'))da', 

where W = Jfi = naiza2 - fia2zai, and O = N x [V(^], J — |z0l x z02|. Letting z 
approach to the interface from above and from below the interface, one obtains [12] 

TT     IWxN 
(18) u1=U + -——, 

TT     IWxN 
(19) us=U-2—— 

and the average velocity U is given by 

(20) \J(a,t) = fwx V,.G(z(a)-z(a'))da'. 
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Taking into account the Lagrangian variables and using Bernoulli's theorem (8), 
we have 

(2i)   ^_tii) _2|U|2 +1(|Ul|2 + |U2|2)_zi + ei±piP2+2g.z = o. 
ot I pi P1P2 

Combining (15) and (21), we have 

(22) I = -A (m+M - 2|U|» + idu.P + |u2h + 2g - z) + ^(1 + A)K, 

where A — (pi - P2)/(PI + P2) is the Atwood number. By differentiating (22) with 
respect to a;, we obtain 

(23) ^2L = -A (2^(U-Zaj) -2|U|2ai +(u1 • (m)^ + u2 • (u2)ai) + 2g • zai 

+ — (l + A)Kai. i = l,2. 
Pi 

Using (10), (18) and (19), we have 

(24) -Jl = -2A\^-zai + -\—T-\li+g-zai)+-(l + A)Kai,    i = l,2, 

where 7; = ^a.. Hereafter, we will denote — (1 4- A) by r, where — 1 < A < 1. In the 
special case of ^4 = — 1, only the Rayleigh-Taylor instability exists. The well-posedness 
of the linearized motion has been obtained by Zhang [27]. 

3. Statement of main results. We now state our well-posedness result for the 
linearized motion of equations (10), (20) and (24) far from equilibrium. We will need 
the following assumptions on the underlying smooth solution. 

Necessary Properties of Smooth Solution: For 0 < t < T, 
(1) the interface can not self-intersect, i.e. z(a,t) ^ z(a',£) for a ^ a'; 
(2) z(a,t) — (ai,0:2,0) is continuous in time with values in H™ with m > 4; 
(3) zai (a, t) ^ 0, i = 1,2 for all a. 
These are rather mild assumptions about the underlying solutions and they have 

the following important consequences. Properties (2) and (3) imply the existence of 
Co and Co such that 

(25) |zai(cM)| > Co > 0,    as    |z(a,t) - z(a/,t)| > Co|a - a'|, 

for all a, a', t. We are now ready to present our main result. 
THEOREM 3.1.   (Linear Well-Posedness Far from Equilibrium) Let z and 

7 be the smooth solution of Eqs. (10), (20) and (24) satisfying the properties (l)-(3) 
listed above. Then for 0 < t < T, there exists a constant M such that the solution 
z,7 of the linearized equations (35)-(38) around z and 7 satisfies 

(26) |lz(-,t)ll/n + M-MHV* < M(||z(.,0)11*1 + ||£M)||ffl/a). 

It is instructive to consider the linear stability of equilibrium solutions for Eqs. 
(10), (20) and (24).   From the classical stability analysis, it is known that surface 
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tension is a dispersive regularization near equilibrium. This is demonstrated below. 
The equilibrium solution is the flat interface with constant vortex sheet strength: 

(27) ze(a,t) = (al,a2l0)        and       7i>,t)=7i0,        i = l,2, 

where jf are constants. We look for solutions of (10), (20) and (24) of the form 
z = ze + ez and 7; = 7? + eji. Keeping only the 0(e) terms gives the linearized 
equations 

fir 1 
(28) -^ = --(7?tfiA(i) +72

0ff2£i)(i) 

(29) ^ = -IhtKDtd) +'y0
2HM(z) 

(30) § = ^i(7i) + H2(72)) 

-^(7
0

1(H1D1+H2D2)(x)+^(H1D1+H2D2)(y)) 

(31) ^ = >1{([(7?)2 Z?i + 7?720^2]A(i) + [7i0720^i + (720)2£2] A(») 

-2ffia, + li^Hf + -fiHtHi - 7?]A(7i) 

+ ^72
0tf2

2+7?tfiff2-720]A(72)}) 

The operator Hi is the Hilbert transform defined on the flat plane 

(32) W) = .1 r^m^.   i=1)2. 

The system is easily diagonalized in Fourier transform space. Let 

f(k)=ff(a)e-ik'ada. 

The inverse transform reads 

/(Q)=(2^//(A:)eifc'ada- 

Then it is easy to show [16] that Hi = -ifyj = 1,2. The eigenvalues of the trans- 
formed system are 

(33) Lj(k) = 0,0,0, l-Ak ± l-\]k^l - A2) - 2Ag\k\ - r\k\\ 

where i2 = -1, and k = 7^1 -h 72^2- The UJ = 0 growth rate simply reflects that 
translating Lagrangian points along the interface does not change its shape. If the 
surface tension coefficient r is small, there will be finite number of unstable modes 
with positive real part. The amplitude of these unstable modes will grow exponentially 
in time. However, for high frequency modes with large |A;|, the eigenvalues become 
purely imaginary.  Imaginary growth rate produces oscillations rather than growth. 
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Therefore, while the lower modes can grow, the high modes just oscillate. This results 
in an overall bounded growth (in k) of the solution. On the other hand, if r = 0 then 
the growth can be exponential in the wave number k due to the Kelvin-Helmholtz 
and Rayleigh-Taylor instabilities. Surface tension acts as a dispersive regularization 
of these frequency instabilities. 

4. Derivation of linearized equations far from equilibrium. As we know 
from the equilibrium stability analysis, surface tension gives a dispersive regularization 
to the Rayleigh-Taylor and the Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities near equilibrium. How- 
ever, in the case of two-fluid interfaces, the interfaces typically deform significantly 
from the equilibrium before strong nonlinear effects such as singularity formation be- 
come important. Therefore, it is natural to ask if the regularization effect of surface 
tension obtained near the equilibrium still applies when the interface is deformed sig- 
nificantly from the equilibrium. To answer this question, we study the growth rates 
of the linearized motion around an arbitrary smooth solution far from equilibrium. 

Let z(a,t) and ji(a,i) be the smooth, time dependent solution to (10), (20) 
and (24). Denote by z and 7* the perturbations in z and 7* respectively. Replace 
z,7i in (10), (20) and (24) by z 4- £2,7; + eji. To prove the well-posedness of the 
linearized motion around an arbitrary smooth interface, we would like to demonstrate 
that the perturbed quantities in some appropriate Sobolev norm at later times can 
be bounded by the initial perturbations in the same Sobolev norm. The linearization 
and the well-posedness analysis will be carried out in the Lagrangian frame. Since 
the linearized equations contain the Rietz transform and its variants defined on a free 
surface, the analysis becomes quite complicated. To simplify the presentation and to 
emphasize the key points in the analysis, we will make a change of variables in the 
parametrization of the unperturbed solution from a to ft, after we obtain the linearized 
equations. It is worth emphasizing that this change of variables in the parametrization 
is done after the linearized equations have been obtained. If we make this change of 
variables before the linearization, this will amount to performing linearization on a 
different set of equations, which is in general not consistent with the Lagrangian frame. 
We remark that the analysis can also be performed in the original Lagrangian frame 
without making this change of variables in the parametrization. The analysis can 
proceed following the general framework laid out in this paper. The analysis would 
be more complicated because the properties of the corresponding singular operators 
are not as elegant as the ones using the orthogonal parametrization. 

We choose /?i and fa to be the orthogonal coordinates [16] on the surface so that 

(34) z01 • zfc - 0. 

Define the tangent and normal vectors of the smooth interface by 

Ti = (JiZfc        i = 1,2, and       N = Ti x T2, 

where cr^ = l^&l""1^ — 1J2. We denote the change of variable from a to (3 as 
a = a(/3,t), which is in general time dependent.   Let Q be the Jacobian matrix 

l^pl)- Define 2(£'*) = z(aOM),*) and 7i(/M) = 7i(a(p,t),t). Then the partial 
derivative in time is given by 

dz((3rt) _dz(a,t)   |  da(p,t) 
dt    -    dt    +    dt    'VaZ 

= ^ + (^<J-').v^ 
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We introduce a new time derivative operator, D/Dt, to absorb the convection term 
induced by this change of variables: 

In the rest of paper, after the linearized equations are obtained, we will para- 
metrize the unperturbed surface by this orthogonal coordinate, /?. The free surface 
variables z and ft are now considered as a function of (3. As in [16], this change of 
variables does not affect the integral representation of the interface velocity as well 
as the local velocity. We can simply switch from a to (3 in the integrals. The leading 
order singular integral operators are greatly simplified. This makes it easier to perform 
energy estimates. To simplify the notations and the presentation, we will drop the 
tilde and still use a for /?. Thus, zai and z^ are now orthogonal tangent vectors 
(more precisely we are referring to the orthogonality of zp1 and zp2). Moreover, we 
would like to point out that since the Jacobian det(Q) is bounded and has bounded 
inverse, the Hs(s > 0) norm of z(0) is equivalent to the Hs norm of z(a). 

NOTATIONS. Throughout the paper, we will use Ei to denote a bounded operator 
from Hs to Hs+l. If / > 0, we call Ei a linear operator of order /. If / < 0, then 
we call Ei a smoothing operator of order |{|. We also project z into the tangent and 
normal coordinates as follows: 

iTl=z-Ti,    iT2=z-T2,    i^z-N. 

The linearized equations for zTl, zT2, zN and 7$ are given by the following lemma: 
LEMMA 4.1.   (Linearized Equations Far from Equilibrium) Suppose that 

I
Z

QJ > Co > 0,2 = 1,2.   Then to the leading order, 0(e), the linearized equations for 
zTl, zT2, zN and 71,72 are given as follows 

DzTl 1 
(35) — - --(a2)-

1(7i^i^i + 72Mi)(i7V) + tfiOx) + Eo(i) 

DzT2 1 
(36) -w = --(a1)-

1(llH1D2 +72H2D2)(z
N) + K2((i) + Eo(z) 

(37) ^ = la^Afi - ^TIACF
1
) + cJ2l2K(zT2)) + EQ(z) 

(38) ^ - Aia^lalD, + 7172^ W/O^1) + cr^^a2^ + 72
2a2

2^2]A(iT2) 

-2^(^) + ^[(cTKTaJ-^TlH? +72^1^2) -7i^IPKTI) 

+ \[{°I°2)-
2
(12H

2
2 +71^1^2) -72^2]A(72)} 

+ ^A{flri2?i((71Z31i
iV) +G2D2(a2D2z

N) 

-(J1G2{T1 za2 +r2 zai)\ 

+Eo{Dlz) + Eo{7)i ^ = 1,2, 

where Hi are the Hilbert transforms defined on the interface, 

(39) (ff,/)(a) = 1- [ ■,.     .  .|2. ^'J^fL, rmsTJ**'' 27r 7   (|2:Ql(a)|2(ai - a;)2 + |2;Q2(Q!)|2(a2 - a^)2)3/2 
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for I = 1,2,, K^fi) = Tx • V(/i), K2((i) = T2 • V(/i), and A - ((Ti^J^N • V(fi), 
where V(/i) is defined as 

(40) V(/i) = / (/i^Zas - A^ZaJ x Vz'G(z(a) - z(a/))c^a^ 

REMARK 4.1. Note that the A(/i) term in the zN equation contains all the 
contribution from /i. This eliminates the E-i(j) from zN equation (compare to the 
case of the water wave problem in [16]). This is the reason why we introduce a new 
A operator in the zN equation (see Lemma 4.3 in [16]). It is straightforward to show 
that 

(41) A(/i) = (ai^r^ffi/i*! + H2[ia2) + Eo({i) = (a^)-2 A(i + £o(A), 

where A = HiDi + H2D2 is given by 

(42) (A/)(a) = J (kQi(a)|2(ai_Q;)?+kJa)|2(a2_a,)2)3/2^'- 

By using integration by parts, we can show that Ki{jj) — DiK(/j,),i = 1, 2 . 
Notice the remarkable similarity between the equations (35)-(38) and the lin- 

earized equations (28)-(31) near equilibrium. The equations (28)-(31) are essentially 
the frozen coefficient versions of (35)-(38). This is because the smooth interface is 
locally flat when viewed from its tangential and normal coordinates. 

Further, notice that the gravity term is missing from the 7$ equation in (35)-(38). 
This is because the gravity term involves only one spatial derivative. It is included in 
the lower order term, Eo(Dii). 

Similar to the two dimensional case, equations (35)-(38) have the following im- 
mediate consequence. It shows that if r = 0, then the linearized equations for the 
perturbations are essentially ill-posed, even in the stably stratified case where the 
At wood number A > 0. 

COROLLARY 4.1. Ill-Posedness of Linearized Equations for r = 0. Let the 
smooth solution, 2,7$, be such that there exists a*7£* such that 7(a*,£*) 7^ 0. Let 
S be the solution operator of the system (35)-(38). Then, for any Atwood ratio A, 
with — 1 < A < 1, and for any t > t*, there does not exist a constant M for all data 
z,7i G Hs   such that 

(43) l|S[z,7J](.,*,f)||tf. <M||(z,7i)M')IU', 

for tf < t and s < s'.  This is ill-posedness in the sense of Hadamard. 
The proof of the corollary is based on comparing the variable coefficient problem 

with a reduced frozen coefficient system using an argument due to Strang [24]. There is 
essentially no difference between the 2-D and the 3-D cases. In two space dimensions, 
this result has been proved by Beale-Hou-Lowengrub in [5]. 

Proof of Lemma ^.i. As we mentioned in the beginning of this section, we will 
first linearize the equations using the original Lagrangian variable, a. By a direct 
calculation, we can easily obtain the linear variation of the velocity integral (20) as 
follows: 

U(a,0 =     (jjLaiZa2 -/iasZaJ x VZ'G(z(a) -z(a/))rfa/ 
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+   / (/^Zas - /XaaZoi) X Vz/G(z(a) - Z^'^dOL 

- / (MaiZa2 - //a2zai) x (Vz/VZ'G(z(a) - z(a/)) • (z(a) - Z{OL))) da'. 

The well-posedness of the linearized motion can be obtained using this Lagrangian 
frame, a. However, because of the lack of orthogonality in the Lagrangian coordi- 
nate, the properties of the resulting singular operators become more complicated. 
This makes it more difficult to account for various cancellations among singular oper- 
ators. To simplify the presentation, we will use an orthogonal parametrization of the 
unperturbed surface. This amounts to a change of variable from a to /?: a = a(/3,i), 
z(/3,t) = z(a,£), z(/3,£) = z(a,£), where /? is the orthogonal coordinates on the sur- 
face. Other quantities are defined similarly. We again emphasize that this change of 
variable is done after we obtain the linearized equations in the original Lagrangian 
variable, a. By a direct calculation, we can show that (dropping the tildes) 

U(/M) - /(/^/fc - AftZ/jJ x V,/G(z(/?) -XP'W 

+ J(fJL01z02 - fjLfripJ x V*G(z03) - z((3'))dp' 

- yWs/fe - W^/jJ x (V./V,,G(z(/3) - z(^)) • (z(/?) - z(/?'))) dp. 

It is clear that the form of the linearized equations remains the same through this 
change of variable. But the properties of the underlining singular operators have 
changed due to this change of variable since we now work on an orthogonal coordinate 
15. On the other hand, this change of variable will bring in a new convection term due 
to the variation in the time derivative, as will be seen later. 

We have derived the linearization for this velocity integral in our previous study 
of 3-D water waves [16] in the orthogonal coordinates. The equations (35)-(37) can 
be obtained using the Lemma 4.1-4.3 in our 3-D water waves paper [16]. In fact, the 
problem is simpler here since the interface velocity is taken to be the average of the 
velocities above and below the interface. As a consequence, there is no contribution 
from the local term. 

The following lemmas regarding the properties of the Hilbert transforms and the 
integral operator K will be useful in obtaining our linearization. The proofs of these 
Lemmas can be found in our 3-D water wave paper [16]. 

LEMMA 4.2. (Commutator of the Hilbert Transform) Let f be a smooth 
function.  Then for any function g in Hs, we have 

(44) Htifg) = fHtig) + E^ig), J = 1,2. 

That is, smooth functions can be passed in and out of the Hilbert transforms at the 
minor cost of introducing a lower order smoothing operator. 

LEMMA 4.3. (The Integral Operator K) Let K be a double-layer potential 
operator in three dimensions defined in (17) with z evaluated at z(a). We have Kf = 
E-i(f). 

LEMMA 4.4. (Properties of the Hilbert Transform) 
(I) To the leading order, AHe is a local derivative operator: 

AH1 = -{(Tl)
4{a2)2D1+Eo, 
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AH2 = -((Ti)2(<72)4D2 + Eo. 

(II) The Hilbert transforms satisfy 

{air2Hl + {a2)-
2Hl = -(a1a2)

2I + E^, 

and 

(a1)-
2H1D2 = (a2)-

2H2D1. 

where I is the identity operator. 
LEMMA 4.5. (The Essential Positivity of the A Operator) The operator A 

can be expressed as a sum of a first order positive operator and a bounded operator 
frornH8 to Hs. 

The linearization for the vorticity equations (38) contains a number of terms. We 
will analyze them term by term. The first term is |jf •zai (here we omit the coefficient 
-2A). We have 

(45) (^-"aj    =(irZ-)    =-5--»a4+-S--*a,=Il+l2. 

The I2 term is a lower order term. For the first term, Ii, we need to use the lineariza- 
tion result of U in (35)-(37) and Lemma 4.4. Keeping only the leading order terms, 
we get 

(46) h = -^(a1a2)-
l^1H1+^H2)Di(^) + Ki(^)+Eo(Dlz)+E0^) 

= - J{(^ia2)-
2(7lJff1 + 72jff2)A[fl'i(7i) + #2(72)] 

+<ri7i(<7i7il>i + cT|72^2)A(iTl) + ^72(^71-Di + <7|72D2)A(iT2)} 

+Ki(^) + E0(Dlz) + Eo(j), 

where we have used A = (cri<T2)~
2A + EQ and Lemma 4.4. 

To estimate the second term, || WjN|2., we use the vector identity: 

WxN2     (W-W)(N-N)     (W-N)2 

1     J     ' J2 J2 

_ W • W     (W-N)2 

J2 J2      ' 

Using W • N = 0, we can easily show that the variation of (W • N)2/J2 is identically 
zero. We have 

(47) l^^Lfy = iA,^*] - ^(W-WKN.*), i ^ +l4] 

where N = zai x za2. By the definition of W, we have 

(48) I3 = -A[(o-1o-2)2(7iZa2 - 72Zai) • (7iza2 +7iza2 - 72Zai - 72Zai)] 

= j A [^17i 7i + ^27272 + ^1^72(72^1 - JiD2){z
Tl) 

-^^271(72^1 - 'yiD2)(z
T2)}, 
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and 

(49) I4 = -A[^p-(W • W)(N • (zai x za2 + zai x zaa))] 

- -\(*hi +a2
272

2)A[^i^i(iTl) +<72D2(i
T2)] +Eo(Az). 

The third term, g • zQt., only contributes to lower order terms. The fourth term 
is about the surface tension, TKai. The mean curvature is defined by 

_  1 /lzail   (N • za2Q:2) ~ ^(zai * za2J\^ ' ^OLXOLI) H" |za2 I   (■^,ZQ:iQiJ\ 

Z |ZQ;i   ^  Z0:2 I 

^   (~   (rr   \ T\T    1    ^   /^T^   ^l TVT\  1
ZQ;

I1    '
ZQ:

2 1 0(
Z

Q:I   * Za2) (^ ' Z
Q:I 0:2) 

^     \ lZCk;i    ^   Za!2 I lZQ;i    ^  ZCk:2 I 

It is important to realize that although zai is orthogonal to za2, the corresponding 
perturbed vectors do not necessarily have this property. For this reason, it is impor- 
tant to use the definition of curvature for general coordinates, and perform variation 
for all terms. The orthogonality of the unperturbed smooth tangent vectors can be 
used only after the linearization. 

First, we can show by direct calculations that 

Iz    l2lz    I2 

V  "7       |2 
ai  * £,a2 I 

by using the orthogonality condition after the linearization.  With this observation, 
the variation of curvature can be proceeded as follows: 

(50)     k = IfMTx)^ • N + a2(T2)a2 • N) + {pi(Ti)ai ■ N + <T2(f2)a2 • N) 

+ <T1(T1)ai-N + (T2(T2)a2.N-2:ba';ZQ2+Zai
|2^(N-zaia2)} 

|zai x za21 

= i(cTi(T1)Ql-N + (T2(T2)a2-N) 

+ i{(<7i(f 1 • N)ai + (72(t2 • N)Q2) - (tnti • Nai + (72*2 • Na2)} 

+ -MTOa, • N + (72(T2)a2 • N - 2 ai.   a2 '       ,2     2(N • zQia2)}. 
Z JZQJJ x za21 

We define 

(5i) (TiU^rjN + rfT,,   (T2)Qi=r?N + rpT1. 

It follows that 

(52) Nai = -rjTi-r?T2,   rp--rf. 

We claim that 

(53) G^l^aiTl 

This can be proved as follows 

(Tirf^CTiC^a!  •N = (ri((72Za2)ai  -N 

= (cri(72)zaia2 • N = <J2r2. 
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To find (7i, we use the identity a^2 = zai • 'za.. We obtain 

(54) -v73°i = z^i ' ica =(T~lDiZTi + Eo(i)y 

and 

f i - N = aizai • N = criDiz" - ^z • Na. 

(55) =(TiDiz
N + (Tir1

iz
Tl+<TiT2

iz
T2. 

Using (51)-(53) and T* • T* = 0, we can show that 

-(aifi • Nai + a2T2 • Na2) = <7ir?(ti • T2) + a2T1
2(T2 • Ti) 

(56) - (T?rf ijj + <72
2rii£ + ^(z), 

/c:7^ Zai • Za2 -f Zai  • ZQ2 ^.2p2'T2   i   ^2-pl -Ti    ,    77>  f-\ (57) — r^ (N • Zaia2) = O-il i2aJ + Cr2r2^ + ^o(z), 
|Zai       X     ZQ;2   I 

and 

(58) a1(T1)ai-N + a2(T2)a2--N = -a1a2(T
1

1
2z^+T2

2
1z^) + E0(i). 

Substituting (54)-(58) into (50), we find that all the tangential derivative terms cancel 
one another. Only the normal variation terms survive to the leading order. Thus we 
obtain the variation of mean curvature as follows: 

(59) k = IfaDifaDii") + a2D2(a2D2z
N)} - ^wFl2 *& + Tfi^) + E0(z). 

Combining the variation results for the first term, the second term and the fourth 
term, we complete our derivation of the linearized equation for the vorticity equation 
(24). 

Finally, we remark that the left hand side of (24) can be easily derived by using 
chain rule: 

This completes the derivation of our linearized equations. 
We remark that the variation of mean curvature is of interest by itself. This has 

been studied by other people in literature. In particular, we would like to mention a 
related result by Brower et al. [7] in which they derived the normal variation of the 
mean curvature in general coordinates. 

5. Energy estimates and the well-posedness analysis. In this section, we 
analyze the well-posedness of the linearized equations (35)-(38) by performing careful 
energy estimates. The special case of A = 0 corresponds to the vortex sheet problem 
with surface tension. This is the most singular case in some sense and it represents 
the essential difficulty in the energy estimates for the general case. To simplify the 
presentation of the analysis, we first present the proof of Theorem 3.1 in the case of 
A — 0. The main idea of our analysis for the case A — 0 can be used to analyze the 
general case. The additional terms in the 7 equation can be handled similarly. 

Proof of Theorem 3.1. Case I. A = 0. 
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The analysis is based on the general framework developed in [3] and [16].' The 
projection of the linearized variables into the tangent and normal coordinates is an 
essential step. This helps identify the leading order structures of the linearized system, 
and enables us to look for the right balance among various singular operators. To 
make the presentation easier to follow, we will divide the energy estimates into the 
several steps. 

Step 1. Simplification of leading order equations via change of variables. 

Before we perform energy estimates for the perturbed quantities, we would like 
to simplify the equations for the perturbed quantities by change of variables. The 
balance among various terms becomes more apparent under this new set of variables. 

First, we would like to eliminate one of the tangential variables so that we obtain 
a system qualitatively similar to the 2-D case [5, 6]. To this end, we introduce the 
new tangential variables fa and fa as follows: 

4>1-=(a2)-
1H2ZTl-(<T1)-

1H1z
T* 

^2 = {al)-
lH1z

T^+{a2)-
1H2z

T\ 

By Lemma 4.4, we have 

zT\ = (aia^KffO-1^! - fo)-1'-^] + E-^- 

Recall that 

Dz     dz      daJM      t 

It is important to note that ( gt' Q-1) depends on z(a, t) only, not on the perturbed 
quantity z. Thus ^ is a linear operator to the leading order. In terms of these new 
variables, Eqs. (35)-(38) become 

Dt 
D4> 

= Eo(4>) + E0(z
N) + #!(£) 

r = -^i^M-nHi + I2H2)Z
N
 + E0(4>) + E0(Z

N
) + K2((I) 

Dt 2 
DzN      1        ~...     1 
Dt   ~ 2aiCT2^ + 2^1<j2^^ai"s2'yiH2 ~ (C72)272^i]'/'i 

+ ^(a1a2)
3A(11H1 + l2H2)j>2 + E0(<i>) + Eo(zN) 

^L = T-Dl{a1Dl{a1D1z
N) + a2D2{a2D2z

N) 

-a^iYfz^+Yfz^)} + £o(Ai) + ^(7), 

where Ki= (at^faKi - (ai)-1HiK2,-and K2 = {a1)-
1H1K1 + (<j2)-

lH2K2. 
Note that the equations for the interface variables, z, are coupled to the 71 and 

72 variables through the /i variable. This is consistent since 71 and 72 are obtained 
from the n variable by 7; = i?;/x. Thus it makes sense to introduce /i as the new 
variable instead of using 71 and 72. This also reduces the total number of equations 
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by one. We have 

(60) ^- = Eo(<j>) + E0(z
N) + K1([i) 

(61) ^ = -InatAbiH! + j2H2)z
N + Eo{4>) + E0{z

N) + K2{p) 

DzN      1        ~ 1 ~ 
(62) -^- = -<Jie2k{ii) + -(ai(T2)

2A[(CT1)
27iil2 - {viYlzHi}^ 

+i(CT1(T2)
3A(71Hi +'nH2)4>2 + E0(4>) + Eo(zN) 

(63) ^ = ^{oxD^D^) + a2D2(a2D2z
N) 

-a^iTl'z^ + T21^)} + Eo(i) + Eo(fi). 

On the other hand, we note that it is through the coupling of Eq. (61) and Eq. 
(62) that introduces the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability. If it were not for the coupling 
of the i equation to the fi equation, the problem would have been ill-posed due to 
the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability. In order to see clearly how the surface tension effect 
stabilizes the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability, we would like to bring these two competing 
stability mechanisms into the same equation. For this purpose, we incorporate other 
tangential terms into our modified fi variable, which we denote by F. Specifically, our 
new F variable is defined as follows: 

(64) f = -/i + (t71C72)[(c72)272^1 - (<7l)27l#2]01 " 2((71C72)
2 (71 #! + 72^)02. 

In terms of the F variable, we have 

^- = Eo(4>) + Eo(z) + K1(Ji) 

~ = -^1(72A(7i#i + l2H2)z
N + Eo{4>) + -Bo(z) + K2{fi) 

DzN 1~        1 ~ 
— = --Af - -(<71a2)

3A(7iir1 + 72H2)^2 + Eoif) + E0{z
N) 

Dt   _       T 

Dt ~~2 
{aMa^z") + a2D2(a2D2z

N) - ^^(Fj2^ + F21^)} 

+ (^ia2)(7iffi + 72^2)A(7i^i + 72H2)z
N + Eo(<j>) 4- ^(z) + Eo(t). 

Note the change of sign in the 02 term in the ^- equation as a consequence of 
this change of variables.   This in effect changes the coupling between </>2 and zN 

from elliptic ( i.e. the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability) to hyperbolic. The effect of the 
Kelvin-Helmholtz instability is now shifted to the last zN term in the ^ equation. 

We define a new operator, £, as follows 

£ = -^{(<T2)-1
JDi(c71Z?i) + (<Ti)-1D2(a2D2) 

-(r\2D2 + ifDx)} + (7^! + ■y2H2)A(-y1H1 + l2H2). 

Recall that 

Dz     dz      da((3,t)      , 
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We denote ( QI Q"1) by w(a,t) to simplify the notation. As we mentioned before, 
w depends on z only, not on z. Moving the convection terms to the right hand side 
of the equations, we have 

(65) ^=w>Vi1+Eo(j>) + Eo{z)+K1(ii) 

(66) ^ - -^KTaAfriffi + 72H2)z
N + w • V02 + Eo(j>) + Eo{z) + ^(A) 

dzN 1        - •      1 
(67) — - --awAT - -{(JicJ2?KliHi + 72^2)^2 + w • Vi^ + E0^) + E0(z

N) 

(68) — = awCz" + w • Vr + EQW + E0(i) + E0(t). 

To make it clear how we do our energy estimates, we further decompose the right 
hand sides of the above equations into the leading order terms and the lower order 
terms. More precisely, we denote the lower order terms by 

(69) R1=wVii+E0(j>) + Eo(.z) + Ki(ii) 

(70) Hi = w V^2 + Eo(4>) + E0(z) + k2{ii) 

(71) R3=v,-VzN+ EQ(4>)+E0(z
N) 

(72) J?4 = w-Vf + £o(<A) + £o(z) + £o(r). 

Then the evolution equations for the perturbed quantities become 

(73, ^ 

(74) ^ = -i(71<72A(71H1 + 72^2)^^ + i?2 

dzN 1        ~ •      1 ~ 
(75) -^- = --(TicraAr - -(cr1CT2)3A(7iH1 + Tsfl^fo + ^3 

(76) — = wCz" + RA 

Step 2. Energy estimate for the leading order terms. 

We will first derive energy estimates for the leading order terms by using the Hl 

norm for 0j (i — 1,2) and zN, and using the H1/2 norm for F. The strategy is follows. 
The main balance between the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability and the surface tension 
stabilizing effect is through the coupling of the zN equation and the F equation. If we 
multiply 2CzN to the zN equation, and multiply AF to the F equation, and add the 
resulting equations, the leading order terms cancel each other. The coupling between 
the second term in the zN equation and the leading order term in the 02 equation is 
hyperbolic. By multiplying 2£</>2 to the 02 equation and adding it to the modified 
zN equation, then all the leading order terms cancel each other after integration by 
parts. Only lower order terms remain. 

Before we carry out the actual energy estimate for the leading order terms, we 
first prove an important property of the operators, C and A. 

LEMMA 5.1. C is self adjoint up to a bounded operator. That is, for any function 
f in Hs, we have 

C*f = Cf + E0(f) 
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Proof. Using Lemma 4.2 and the definition of A and iJ^, one easily show that 
A* = A 4- EQ and H* = —Hi -I- E-i. Thus the second term in £ is self-adjoint up to 
a bounded operator. For the first term in £, a direct calculation gives 

£*/ - Cf = T[a1Dl{{a2)-
l)D1f + a2D2{{(j1)-

1)D2f + T}2^/ + TfD1f] + ^(Z) 

- T^cMfa)-1) + r21)A/ + (^^((tri)-1) + rP)£>2/] + Eo(/). 

Recall that (<J2
1)2 — za2 • za2, and F^1 = Ta2 • Tai = {^i^)^ ' (0'izai)' Thus we 

obtain by using the orthogonality condition, zai • za2 = 0, 

^1^1(^2"   )+r2    = (Ti(T2(Zaia2 ' zoc2 + Z<X2<X2 ' zcci) 

= (Ti(J2(zai • Za2)a2 = 0. 

Similarly, we can show atD^a-1) + F}2 = 0. This implies that £*/ = £/ + ^o(/). 
LEMMA 5.2. A is a self-adjoint operator 

A*=A. 

Proo/. By the definition of A, we obtain by integration by parts 

If = zai x za2 • / (Difza2 - D2fzai) x Vz/G(z(a) - z(a/))da/ 

=  / /(a'Jzai x za2(a) • V^ V^G(z(a) - z(a/)) • (zai x zQ;i)(a
/)dQ:/. 

Now it is clear that A is self-adjoint since the kernel remains the same by exchanging 
z(a) with z(af). This completes the proof of Lemma 5.2. 

We now begin our energy estimate for the leading order terms. We multiply by 
2CzN to the zN equation, and integrate with respect to a. This gives 

(77)      ft(z
N,Cz») 

= -(<TllT2Ar,£zN) - ((a1a2)
3A^1H1+72H2)^2,CzN) + (R3,2CzN) + e1, 

where the ei term is bounded by 

icii< 11^11^1 +ii^iii.+ iiiXi + rii2
ffi/a. 

REMARK 5.1. In deriving the left hand side of (77), we have used Lemma 5.1. 
Using £* = C + EQ, we have 

{CzN,z») + {CzN,z?) = (CzN,z?) + (zN,£*z») 

= (CzN, if) + (i", Cz») + (zN, Eoiz?)) 

= ±{£zN,zN) - (£tz
N,zN) + (zN,Eo(z»)). 

Since the coefficients in C are smooth and independent of the perturbed quantities, 
it is easy to show by direct calculations that £t is a singular integral operator of the 
same order as C To illustrate, we may consider the time derivative of A/: 

Af=:_3  f ((!*«, (a)|2Mai - a'!)2 + (|^2(a)l2)t(a2 - a'2)
2)(f(a) - /(«')).., 

tJ 2 7 (\zaAama1-a!1)* + \zaa(ama2-a'2)*)*/* 
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Clearly the resulting kernel of A^ is of the same order as that of A. Similar observation 
applies to other operators. Thus (CtzN,zN) and {zN,EQ(Z^)) can be bounded like 
the ei term mentioned above. 

Next we multiply by 2(<Jicr2)2C&i to the fa equation (z = 1,2). We obtain 

(78) ^(0i,(<7ic72)
2£0i) - (2(a1a2)

2^1)i?1)) + e2, at 

(79) jt(foA°i°2)2C4)2) = -((a1a2)
3A(7i^i +72^2)^, ^2) 

+(2(<jla2)
2£4>2,R2)+e3, 

where e2 and 63 can be bounded like the ei term. Hereafter, we will denote by e^ the 
lower order terms that can be bounded in the same way as the ei term. 

In the F equation, we multiply by AF and integrate with respect to a to obtain 

(80) i^^Af) = (Af.axffarz") + (Af.-R*) + e4, 2 at 

where we have used the fact that A is self-adjoint (Lemma 5.2). Combining estimates 
from (77) to (80), and noting that leading order terms cancel each other, we have 

(81) ±{(iu {aw)2Cfa) + (02, {*i*2)2£M + (i^^i^) + i(r, (aKTir'At)} 

= (2(a1a2)
2C^uR1) + (2(a1a2)

2C^2,R2) + (CzN,R3) + (Af,i?4) + 65. 

Step 3. Energy estimate for lower order terms. 

The lower order terms, Ri (i = 1,..,4), consist of three types of terms. The 
first type is in the form of EQ(^) + Eo(z). The second type is the convection term 
such as w • V0i. The third type is given by Ki (i=l,2) in the fa equations. The Ki 
terms correspond to the new difficulty for 3-D surface problems. In the 2-D case, the 
corresponding Ki term is an infinitely order smoothing operator. But in 3-D, it is 
only a bounded operator. This term requires a special technique to control its growth. 
We will leave the estimate of the Ki towards the end of the energy estimate (Step 5). 

For the first type of terms, it is easy to show that 

|(2((71a2)
2£0i,Eo(0) + Eo(z))\ < d. 

The convection terms can also be bounded like ei. To see this, we consider the 
leading order term of the form (wiDiZN\ajDjajDjZN). Using integration by parts 
twice, we get 

(82) (wiDi^.ajDjajDjZ1^) =  f WiDi ({(TjDjZ1*)2) da + e1=eu 

where we have used the fact that w is a smooth function depending on z only. We 
have also used ei symbolically to denote lower order terms that can be bounded like 

The convection term in the f equation is in a slightly different form. Using Lemma 
5.2, Lemma 4.2, and the fact that the commutator operator, [A, JDJ, is an order one 
operator, we have 

(Af, WiDit) = (f, A(wiDi)t) = (f, WiADit) + ei 

= (f, WiDiAt) + ei = -{WiDit, At) + ei. 
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This implies that 

(Af,WiAf) = ^ei. 

All other convection terms can be treated similarly. We will not repeat this argument 
hereafter. Thus we have 

(83)    jfiiuiMfCfa) + (</>2, {(ri*2)2Cfa) + (i^i") + i(r, (aiaa^Af)} 

-(2(a1a2)
2£01,K1(/i)) + (2(a1(j2)

2£(/)2,K2(/i))+e6. 

Step 4. Energy estimate in L2 norm. 

We now try to obtain estimates for T in L2 norm. Let 

^o = —{fa^D^aM + ((Ji)-1D2(<J2D2) - r}2D2 - r21^}. 

The strategy for our energy estimate is as follows. To illustrate the idea, let us 
assume that A is invertible. If we multiply the zN equation by (<7icr2)

_1>CoA-1, and 
multiply the T equation by F, and add the resulting equations, then the leading order 
terms will cancel each other. Of^course, A is not invertible. But we can define an 
approximate inverse operator of A as follows: 

(84) A   /(Q) = ffiaa J (MHl + KAHl)^ 
It is easy to see that A-1 is well defined and is a smoothing operator of order one. 
Note that the commutator [A-1, #] is a smoothing operator of order two for smooth 
g. Using the fact that A = (cr1(j2)~

2A + Eo, we can show that A~1A(/) = f + E-i(f). 
Let (A-1)* be the adjoint operator of A"1. To obtain energy estimates, we 

multiply the F equation by dt and integrate with respect to a. Next we multiply the 
zN equation by 2d(oricr2)~

1(A_1)*£o^j/V
5 and integrate with respect to a. Similarly, 

for the 0i equations, we multiply by 2d(cria2)(A~1)*£o0i5 and integrate with respect 
to a. Using the property of A-1 and Lemma 4.2, we obtain 

(85) jt{(^, dfo^XA"1)'£o0i) + Ok d(a1a2)(A-1)*/;o^2) 

+ (^<W2)-
1(A-1r£oiiV) + 7J(r,f)} = zi- 

Here the constant d > 0 is chosen so that (f, (A + dl)t) defines a generalized i?1/2 

norm, see Eq. (4.32) in [16]. In obtaining the above estimate, we have used the fact 
that (A"1)* = (A-1) + JS_2, Cl = CQ + EQ, and (A"1)*^ is self adjoint to the leading 
order, i.e. 

{(.A-1)'^}* = ^(A-1) = (A-1)^ + E0 = (A-1)* Co + Eo. 

Consequently, we have 

2(z»,d(<j1a2)-
1(A-1yC0z

N) = {z^dia^r'il-'yCoz") 

+ (i^.d^KTa)-1^-1)*^,^) + (*N,£o(if)) 

= ^(i;v,d((71(72)-
1(A-1)*£oiJV)+e8, 
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by using the z^ equation. It is worth noting that (A-1)*£o is a linear operator of 
order one and is self-adjoint up to a bounded operator. 

In order to accommodate the destabilizing term in the C operator, we need to 
obtain an estimate in the L2-norm for z in order to take care of the lower modes. 
Multiplying by 2(M + T)Z

N
 to the zN equation and by 2(M + T)02 to the <^ equations, 

we obtain 

(86) (M + r)|||z||2L2=e9) 

where M is a positive constant to be determined later. 

Step 5. Estimate of Ki(fi) terms. 

It remains to take care of the Ki(fi) term in (81). It is important that Ki(fi) 
terms only appear in the </>; equations, but not in the zN equation. The reason we 
have introduced the A operator in the zN equation is to avoid having a term like 
Ki(fi) in the zN equation. 

The main idea of controlling the Ki((i) term is to introduce some first order cross 
terms from the zN equation to cancel the contribution of the Ki(fi) terms in the <^ 
equations. And these first order cross terms can in turn be bounded by the iJ1 norm 
and the L2 norm in <j) and zN. 

To be more specific, we first introduce 

M=4(ai(72)(A-1)*^;/:,    i = l,2. 

Clearly, Afi is a first order operator. Multiplying the zN equation by Afifa and inte- 
grating with respect to a, we obtain using the definition of F 

(87) i.{M^uz
N) = -(i((71(72)A(/i),4(71(72(A-1)*^^i) + e8 

= -{2{ala2)
2kiii,C^i)+e%, 

where we have used the fact that 

I^CM^) - (M^.iDl = \m{j>i))uiN)\ < C\ex\, 

using the fa equation. The right hand sides of (87), when added to the right hand 
side of (83), will cancel the contribution from the Ki terms. The left hand side can 
be controlled by the Hl norm of fa and zN, as will be seen below. 

Step 6. Final energy estimates. 

Finally, we can combine the estimates (83), (85), (86), and (87) to obtain our 
desired energy estimates 

|»i(t) < cfc ii^ik. + \\zN\\2H, + ||r||2ffl/2), 

where 

(88) yxW = f^fa, (wtffyi) + (zN,ZzN) + \{t, (A + dJ)f) + (M + r)||z|||2 

i=l 

2 

+X;(M0i,i
Af), 

i=l 
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£ = C + ^(A"1)*^, and ||f \\2H1/2 = (f, (A + d/)f). To close the energy estimates, we 
need to show that by appropriate choice of M, yi(t) is equivalent to the norm of the 
state variables, i.e. 

emit) < m\h + m\h + w^wh + wnw < ^ww- 
The first inequality is easy to obtain by using Lemma 4.5 and Lemma 4.2. To prove 
the second inequality, i.e. the lower bound, we note that 

(zN,CzN) = ^Yi(aiDiz
N,(o1a2)-

1oiDiz
N) + (zN,M3z

N), 

where A/3 is a first order operator. Using the Schwarz inequality and the fact that 
2ab < (f- + eob), we obtain 

1(^,^3^)1 < C||i"||La • \\ZN\\HI  < f (^Hi^Hi, +£011^11^), 

l(^,M^)| < C\ML* ■ MiWrn < %i-Mi\\h +eo||^||^), 
Z   SQ 

K^.M^OI < C\\zN\\L2 ■ ||^||fl, < ^(-\\zN\\l2 +eo\mh)>    i = 1,2, 

where So is a small parameter to be determined later. Now the lower bound of yi can 
be estimated as follows 

C2!/i > rp^H^ + rll^ll^ + -||f ||^/2 + M||z||£2 

- ^\\iN\\h - -Mh - Ce0\\zN\\2H1 - 2CeoM2
H1 

> (r - 2C£o)||iJV|&x + (r - 2CCo)||0||^i 

+ (M--^)||z||i2 + -||r||^1/2. 
to Z 

Now if we choose eo = ^ and M = ^—h 1, then we obtain the desired estimate 

C22/1>min(^,-)(||z||^1 + 1^"2 

This in turn implies that 

where C depends on r-1 and the regularity of the unperturbed smooth^solution. The 
theorem now follows from the Gronwall inequality, i.e. there exists a B(i) so that 

(89)      wMmh + mm2^ + II^WII^ + iif wi&v* 
< B(t)(\\M0)\\2Hi + Wfom&i + \\zNm\h + lir(o)||^/3)- 

In terms of the original variables, we have 

\m\\h+mmw < mtwrnwh + wmw^)- 
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This completes the proof of Theorem 3.1 in the case of A = 0. The case of A ^ 0 will 
be considered next. 

Case II. Energy estimate for A^O. 

The main idea of analysis for the case A = 0 can be used to analyze the general 
case. As in the case of A = 0, we introduce the new tangential variables <fii and </>2 to 
eliminate one of the tangential variables up to leading order. We also introduce fi as 
the new variable instead of using 71 and 72. Note that only the ji equation (38) is 
related to the Atwood number, A. So the leading order perturbed equations for </>i, 
02 and zN are the same as in the case of A = 0. We have 

(90) ^ = Eo(4>) + E0(z
N) + k^fji) 

(91) ^ = -^i<T2A(7i#i + l2H2)zN + Eo(4>) + Eo(zN) + K2(Ji) 

(92) -^ = ^i<72A(/i) + £(<7i<72)2A[(ffi)27ifl2 - (a2)272Jffl]^l 

+ -(a1(72)
3A{j1H1 + 72#2)^2 + Eo(4>) + E0(z

N) 

(93) ^ = SM,) + ^2(^2) - 2^(^) + Mifi 

+ \{°iDl{alDlz
N) + a2D2{<j2D2z

N)-<j1ai{T1*z»2+T?zZ1)} 

+E0(z) + Eo{ii), 

where operators £i,i = 1,2, and Al are defined as 

£l = ^{-((TKTa)2^^)-1^?^^! + 7l72(T2^2]-ff2 

+ (cri (72)2[7l 72^1)1 + 7|^£>2]^l} 

52 = A{(<7ltT2)
2((Ti)-1

(T2[7i2^i?l +7l72^JD2]^l 

-((Tl(72)2[7l72^£,l +7|CTl£>2]i?2} 

X = ^[(^i^)-2(7i-ffi2 + 72^1^2) - Tl^ll^l 

+ Y[(^CT2)-2(72ff22 + 71^1^2) - 72<7l]r'2}. 

In order to see clearly how the surface tension effect stabilizes the Kelvin-Helmholtz 
instability, we introduce new variable t (64) to incorporate other tangential terms 
into our fi variable. Using the same definition of £ operator and lower order terms 
Ri, i = 1, 2,3,4 as before, the evolution equations become 

(94) <£=*, 

(95) ^ = -^1(T2A(71iI1 + 72tf2)iN + R2 

dzN        1        ~       1 ~ 
(96) -^ = --(71(72Ar - -((Ti(72)^(7!Fj + 72#2)</>2 + ^3 

(97) ^ = ax^ri^ + 5i(0i) + fa(02) + M(r) - 2^(^) + ^4, 
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where £;, i — 1, 2, are defined as 

(98) Si = £i + (ai(j2)[(a2)272^i - (CTI)
2
7I^2]X 

(99) £2 =£2- 2(0^2?(l\Hi+l2H2)M. 

Note that fi is still a first order operator like £{. 
The double-layer potential operator K is a smoothing operator of order one, 

Kf — E-i(f), by the Lemma 4.3. Moreover, if is a self adjoint operator up to a 
smoothing operator of order two. 

LEMMA 5.3. K is self adjoint up to a smoothing operator of order two. That is, 
for any function f in Hs, we have 

K*f = Kf + E-2(f) 

Proof By the definition of the double layer operator, we have 

Kf = I f(al)(zai x ^(a1) • V^G(z(a) - z(a'))da' 

= J f(a )(z«i x *<*)(* )"' — \z{a) - z{a!)\* +      2(/)' 

from which it is easy to show that 

K*f-Kf = E-2(f). 

The energy estimate for the leading order terms is the same as the case ^4 = 0. 
We can first derive energy estimates for the leading order terms by using the Hl norm 
for the 4>i(i = 1,2) and i^, and using the H1/2 norm for f. The energy estimate for 
lower order terms can be treated as the case A — 0. The M(F) term is a generalized 
convection term. Using an argument similar to what we did for the convection term, 
(Ar,w • VF), in Step 3, we can show that (AF,M(T)) can be bounded by ei. Let 
yi(t) be defined as in (88). Using the same argument as in the case of A = 0, we have 

(100) ^^ = (£(0i),Ar) + (£(02), Af) - (2AA-(^), Af) + e9. 

The treatment of the £i{4>i) terms is similar to that of the Ki{fi) terms in Step 5 in 
the case of A = 0. Multiplying the zN equation (96) by 2(aia2)~1£i(j>i and integrating 
with respect to a, we obtain 

(101) ^(2(aiff2)-1^i,iJV) = -(^(<Ti<72)A(r),2(a1a2)-
1^) + e9 

= -(A(f), £</>;) + 69, 

where we have used the fact that 

|^(2((71a2)-
1^^,iiV) - (2(a1a2)-

1^^,if )| < d, 

using the (pi equation. The right hand sides of (101), when added to the right hand 
side of (100), will cancel the contribution from the £{ terms. 
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We are left to consider the term (2AK(^), AT). This term corresponds to an- 
other new difficulty for 3-D surface problems. It has been shown that |/ + K is 
invertible [19, 20]. Thus |/4- AK is also invertible since the Atwood number \A\ < 1. 
It follows from (97) that 

(102) ^=E2(z) + E1(r). 

Next we observe that 

(103) ^(Aiff Jf) = (Airft,Af) + (Aii:f,Af4) + eio 
at 

= (2AKttJt) + (JS_2(^),Af) +cio 

= QAKtuAT) + ew 

where we have used (102) and the fact that K is self adjoint upto an E-2 operator. 
The right hand sides of (103), when added to the right hand side of (100), will cancel 
the contribution from the — 2AK(^) terms. The left hand side can be controlled by 
the H1/2 norm of f. 

We now combine the estimates (100), (101) and (103) to obtain our desired energy 
estimates 

lifcW < c(£ \m2
H1 + \\zN\\^ + \\t\\il/2), 

where 

2 

(104)   y2(t) = Y,(<i>iAviV2)2£<J>i) + (i", CzN) + ht, (A + dl)t) + (M + r)||z||i2 

2 

+ ^(tfiii,z
N) + ^(2(alai)eiii,z

N) + (AKt,Ar). 
i=l i=l 

The last two terms in yz are new terms due to the contribution of A / 0 in the T 
equation. Recall that Kf — E-i(f). Thus we have 

|(OT,Af)|<C||f||L2. 

We choose d sufficiently large so that 

(r + 2AirfJAf) + (r,df) 

defines a generalized H1/2 norm. Note that £* Js a first order operator. It can be 
combined to the Mi operator. The estimate of £; and A/i is the same as the case of 
A = 0 using the Schwarz inequality. The other terms can be treated similar to the 
A = 0 case. Therefore, 2/2 (t) is equivalent to the norm of the state variables, i.e. 

CiV2(t) < Ui\\2m + U2\\2m + \\zN\\2Hi + \\t\\2Hl/2 < Cmit). 

This implies that 

^IfeW < Cy2(t). 
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The theorem now follows from the Gronwall inequality.   In terms of the original 
variables, we have 

\\m\h + IIMWIIW < B1(t)(\\m\\h + wmwh^)- 

This completes the proof of Theorem 3.1. 
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